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Director’s note
Warm greetings from the Festival team in Byron Bay where we are busy
reimagining the 2020 Byron Writers Festival.
As I sit to write the introduction to this Winter edition of northerly, which
would normally announce highlights of the year’s Festival, I can’t help but
reflect on the overwhelming encouragement we have received from our
community. So many positive and restorative moments, comments and
messages since we sadly announced the postponement of the Festival till
2021.
Meanwhile, we are keen to replicate that much-loved feeling of the
Festival fields and that sense of coming together that both our community
of writers and our audience cherish. You may already have spotted
our online workshops and weekly Postcards From Byron email series
connecting Festival writers with our Australia-wide audience. Make sure
you sign up to our e-newsletter (on our website) for news about our
forthcoming 2020 Conversations from Byron podcast series.
Shared stories have the power to unite and calm, to provide inspiration
and relaxation. Sitting in your favourite chair with an engaging book can
be a powerful antidote to the new uncertainty in our lives. Our friends at
The Book Room are generously providing free same-day delivery for book
purchases within the Byron Shire – see the back cover for more details.
We thank all our members, Festival friends, writers, publishers and
partners for your heartfelt support and look forward to welcoming you
back to Byron very soon.
Please keep a watchful eye on the Byron Writers Festival website and
social media for our latest news!

Stay well and safe,

Edwina Johnson
Director, Byron Writers Festival
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NEWS & EVENTS

A message from the frontline
As the Northern Rivers community joins the rest of the world in adjusting to new
lives, new routines and new values in the wake of COVID-19, we hear from Byron
Bay GP Dr Joel Hissink about how both his work life and home life have changed in
recent months.
The SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes
the disease COVID-19 continues
to wreak havoc and devastation
across the planet. As a general
practitioner in Byron Bay, the
terrifying scenes emerging from
China and Europe early this year
filled me with dread. There was
every reason to think that the
same would happen here, with our
health system being overwhelmed
and my patients suffering.
I found myself analysing the
data every morning before work,
trying to spot the first sign of
even a minuscule flattening of
the curve. Sometime in March I
excitedly shared with colleagues
an ever so tiny deviation from the
frighteningly steep climb that we
all feared would continue. There
was a glimmer of hope that the
changes that the people right
across Australia were making to
their daily lives were beginning to
have an effect.
Behind the scenes in hospitals
and medical centres all over
the country, health workers
were scrambling to learn more
about COVID-19, and establish
procedures to manage large
numbers of seriously ill patients.
In many areas, medical teams had
to navigate their own way ahead
as best they could, and as a GP in
a group practice, the imminence
of the crisis strengthened our
collaboration.

In Byron Bay, I have been inspired
by the resilience and perseverance
of local business owners, and their
skill in adapting to severe duress.
Yet still they have the generosity
to show gratitude to healthcare
workers despite their own
hardships.
Despite these challenges, my
wonderful community of patients
have shown such heartfelt concern
for me and my family. Many have
also shared with me the silver
linings of their time in isolation.
These include the additional time
spent with their children, slowing
down from their usually busy
routines, spending time walking
together, and of course more time
to read.
One of my favourite parts of the
day has always been reading to my
children each night, and as SARSCoV-2 began to sweep across the
globe I began seeing surprising
parallels in the books that we were
reading together.
For example, in the early chapters
of the wonderful novel that I’m
currently reading to my nine-yearold daughter, The Girl From Snowy
River by Jackie French, the story
plays out against the backdrop of
the influenza pandemic of 1918.
Later in the evening I’ve been
weeping to the confronting Once
series by Morris Gleitzman that I’ve
been reading to my eleven-year-old
son. Acts of great kindness shine

amongst the unimaginable horror
of the Holocaust.
In the fascinating novel, The
Overstory by Richard Powers,
one story concerns the infamous
chestnut blight in the United
States, when a fungus was
accidentally introduced from
Asia around 1904. The infection
resulted in the loss of four billion
chestnut trees over forty years and
the devastation of industries that
depended on them: it was one of
the worst ecological and economic
disasters in American history.
Like most people, I have found
that the changes to daily life have
reinforced the importance of our
daily rituals. These are the anchors
that we create for ourselves and
that secure us to familiar ground. I
have found solace standing outside
at night, gazing at the stars, and
in watching the continuity of wave
swell and the tides.
We must find hope amid the
anxiety and devastation that
we see around the world. The
sense of shared responsibility
and togetherness that we
have witnessed has been
heartening, and reminds me
of the immeasurable power of
community and the inspiring
beauty of human kindness.
This is an abridged version of an article
published on the Byron Writers Festival
blog. Visit byronwritersfestival.com/blog
for the full version.
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NEWS & EVENTS

Margin Notes
News, events and announcements
from Byron Writers Festival

Festival 2020 reimagined
During lockdown we have been
busy reimagining how to connect
our Festival writers and thinkers
with you. We have therefore recently
launched our Byron Writers Festival
Digital program (Byron WF Digital).
The program includes new
conversations with 2020 Festival
guests, exclusive releases of
archived podcasts from previous
Festivals and some special projects.
Everything will be online and
available on-demand.
Byron WF Digital is being released
over the coming weeks, and is
accessible via our website at
byronwritersfestival.com/digital.
We will announce new content
through our e-newsletters and
social media channels.
Of course, the importance of
gathering together again in Byron
is much-anticipated, so we invite
you to save the date for next year’s
Byron Writers Festival, 6-8 August,
2021.
We would like to express our thanks
to the Copyright Agency’s Cultural
Fund and The Australia Council for
the Arts for supporting the Byron
Writers Festival Digital program.

Storyboard goes virtual
Under normal circumstances,
StoryBoard takes authors and
illustrators directly to schools
and libraries and, where possible,
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we take the learning outside into
nature too. During quarantine,
our usual modes of delivery have
had to adapt quickly to the online
space.
In term two, StoryBoard provided
pre-recorded author presentations
and workshops to students at
several local schools. Authors
also facilitated live interactive
workshops with students in the
classroom and at home via Zoom.
‘It was wonderful and the students
were unusually ready and willing
to take part in all writing tasks after
being so engaged in the videos,’
said Julie Streader of Ballina Public
School.

2020 Residential
Mentorship recipients
Congratulations to the four
Northern Rivers writers who have
been selected to take part in
the Byron Writers Festival 2020
Residential Mentorship. Rachel
Faith, Meg Grace, Jacqueline
Mohr and Kimberley Lipschus
will spend five days in a glorious
hinterland location working on
their manuscripts under the expert
guidance of Marele Day. Thank you
to all those who entered and to
our judges, who had the difficult
decision of selecting just four
manuscripts from a long, lovely
and diverse list of entries.

Eldridge steps down
Founding member and secretary
of Byron Writers Festival, Russell
Eldridge, has stepped down from
his duties with the Festival after
a quarter of a century of service.
Fellow board member Marele Day
paid tribute to Eldridge, a novelist
and former journalist.
‘As a founding member of Byron
Writers Festival, Russell was
instrumental in helping transform
the original vision into reality,’
said Day. ‘He brought to the
organisation the same skills that
make him a great journalist and
writer – an enquiring truth-seeking
mind, empathy, attention to detail
and the ability to find the story
behind the facts.’
‘He will be remembered most
fondly by fellow board members
in his role as secretary, whose
minutes were not merely a
faithful record of proceedings but
peppered with puns and poetic
flourishes. Thank you Russell.’

NEWS & EVENTS

Cover story

Festival Friends

This issue’s cover image is Evening Passage (acrylic on canvas) by
the South African-born, Queensland-based artist Mel Brigg. Brigg is a
self-taught artist who started painting full-time in 1970. He has built
an impressive career over the past thirty years, with his art resonating
with a wide cross-section of art buyers. His work has been collected
around the world by significant corporate, private and government
institutions and individuals. Brigg was a finalist in the 2012 Doug
Moran Portrait Prize. Evening Passage was part of his recent Distance
exhibition at Gallery One on the Gold Coast.

Byron Writers Festival is bringing a
surprise to our email subscribers
this June, with our Festival
Friends campaign. Thanks to our
incredible partners, a digital care
package should by now have
landed in your inbox with some
exclusive offers and discounts just
for you from Brookfarm, Earth
Bottles, Husk Distillers, Pukka
Herbs, Stone & Wood, The Book
Room, The Saturday Paper and
Zentveld’s. Whilst we won’t be
gathering at the Festival this year,
we hope this digital care package
connects you with these wonderful
businesses that support and
value the arts, and brings you, our
valued members, some joy. To
see the full list of offers, head to
byronwritersfestival.com/blog/
festival-friends

LAUREL COHN
Editing and Manuscript Development
~ Manuscript assessment and
development
~ Editorial and publishing
consultations
~ Mentoring
~ Structural and stylistic editing
~ Copy editing and
proofreading

Congratulations to
Srinath Adiga on the
forthcoming publication
of his novel Dead Money
(Central Avenue, Canada).

‘It’s been a bit of a
journey and I’d like to
thank you for being with
me on it. Publishing
as you know is a very
subjective business.
Your feedback made me
believe in the concept
and take it to the next
level. I couldn’t have got here without your
help. So big thank you!
Srinath Adiga www.centralavenuepublishing.
com/book/dead-money/

www.laurelcohn.com.au info@laurelcohn.com.au 02 6680 3411

Publishing deal for
Brugman

been five years in the making and is
set to be published in 2022.

The Byron Writers Festival staff
team and board would like to
extend its warm congratulations
to Emily Brugman, Festival
Administrator, on securing a
publishing deal with Allen &
Unwin for her manuscript The
Islands. Brugman was also recently
shortlisted for the prestigious Vogel
Literary Award 2020.

In other news, congratulations
also to Dr Emma Doolan, lecturer
at Southern Cross University (SCU)
in Lismore and the curator of
northerly’s SCU Showcase page (see
page 20). Dr Doolan’s YA manuscript
At Devil’s Elbow was shortlisted for
the Text Prize for Young Adult and
Children’s Writing, organised by
Text Publishing.

The Islands is a fictional collection
of interconnected short stories
inspired by the life of her
grandfather and other fishers on
the Houtman Abrolhos, off the
coast of Western Australia, during
the 1950s and 1960s. The book has

And finally, northerly editor Barnaby
Smith’s debut album of original
songs, Itch Factor, was named Pick
of the Week by the Sydney Morning
Herald and awarded a five-star
review in May.

Feros Care Notes of
Friendship
At the moment, there are
thousands of seniors who feel
extremely lonely – and a message
to let them know they are cared
about can make the world of
difference. Whether a simple note
or a pen-pal friendship, the 1,000
Notes of Friendship program
was created by Be Someone For
Someone (a Feros Care initiative),
and is one way we can tackle
loneliness in Australia together.
Want to get involved? Send your
friendship note to: 1,000 Notes of
Friendship Campaign,
PO Box 585, Byron Bay NSW 2481.
Include your address if you would
like a reply. The Feros Care team
will personalise the card and
send it out for you. Find further
details at besomeoneforsomeone.
org/programs/1000-notes-offriendship
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Feature Poet:
Kirli Saunders
Self-healers
It is time to attend to the aches
to shake the memory
from fascia
to breathe
into the trauma torrents
scattered about your being
to speak strength
into scars
carved by another’s harm
to regenerate self
where otherness lay
to reclaim reign
over realm
to write affirmation
everywhere
so that deep ancestral love
knows the way
love always knows the way.
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Oneness
‘To be abandoned is to deny the intimacy of your surroundings’
— David Whyte

When I confess loneliness
I am taken
to the window
to press elbows to aluminium
and witness the trees
to see
rashed trunks | youth | old scars | deep roots | smooth leaves | earthy truths of infestation
and with deeper observation —
| spirits |
akin to mine
the divine returned in this lifetime
as a guide
to remind
that there is never a time
to feel alone —
oneness simply has
many homes.

Proud Gunai Woman
Kirli Saunders is an awardwinning international
children’s author and poet.
She leads Poetry in First
Languages, delivered by Red
Room Poetry. Kirli’s Daisy
Utemorrah Award-winning
children’s verse novel,
Bindi, will be released in
late 2020. She is currently
working towards her first solo
exhibition with Verb Syndicate
Gallery. ‘Oneness’ was
originally published in
Going Down Swinging.
Kirli was scheduled to appear
at Byron Writers Festival 2020.
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On debut: Byron Writers
Festival’s first-time authors
Among the many sad consequences of the cancellation of Byron Writers Festival
2020, is the fact that a number of debut authors will miss out on the chance to
engage with their audience and gain new readers in the Festival setting. Here,
northerly meets four writers who would have appeared this year, and who have
recently accomplished the significant achievement of a first book.

Hayley Katzen
Local Northern Rivers writer
Hayley Katzen’s first book,
Untethered, is a memoir of moving
to a remote cattle property to live
with her farmer girlfriend, and
of redefining the idea of home.
Originally from South Africa, Katzen
charts one migrant’s quest for
peace as well as adventure, against
a backdrop of the unpredictable
beauty of the Australian landscape.
Can you tell the story of how
Untethered came to be: its initial
idea, the writing process, the
journey to publication, and so on?
In 2012 I fell in love with the
personal essay form – how it
gave me space to think through
experiences and find their
universality, and how it helped
make sense of my life on a cattle
farm in the Australian bush – a
life I, an urban academic migrant,
never expected. In September 2016
the wise editor, Nadine Davidoff,
advised me to rework a collection
of these essays, some of which had
won awards or been published, into
memoir with the unifying theme
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of displacement and belonging.
The journey from then to Ventura’s
offer to publish in July 2019 has
been a further lesson in craft and
life. In mid-2018, the two agents
I approached doubted the book
was saleable. The editor kindly
introduced the manuscript to
four publishers: the feedback was
fascinating and helpful but only
one was willing to publish – and
only if I contributed to production
costs. In February 2019 I began
reworking the manuscript – and on
19 June, the day before I underwent
surgery for ovarian cancer, I sent it
off to the same publishers and to
Ventura Press. Ventura had recently
published the anthology Split, in
which I have an essay. The essay,
I came to learn, had resonated
with Jane Curry, the publisher, and
three weeks after I submitted, as I
again sat in the chemo lounge, the
delightful offer came.
What were the most important
ideas or themes that you wanted
to convey?
The book explores our need for
home and belonging and the
different forms in which we might
find it – in love, in family and

friends, in ideologies and political
movements, in landscapes and
communities, and ultimately
in ourselves. It’s about how
experiences of displacement
unstitch us, and how places and
their people shape us. So too
it’s about how belonging, with a
partner or new community, needs
to be cultivated. Expectations and
preconceptions about difference
need to be shed; relationships need
to be built over time. It’s also about
how solitude and isolation, natural
disasters and manual work compel
us to look and think anew.
How has working in the legal field
informed your writing?
Apart from an obsession with
structure and the precision of
language, my experience of law
and social justice still informs my
writing, partly because it is intrinsic
to the lens through which I view
the world. As a legal researcher
and academic, my passion for
social justice was rooted in a
hope that if I was able to really
understand and tell the stories of
women’s experiences of breaches of
apprehended violence orders in a
regional area, domestic violence

FEATURE

laws and police policies would
change and the world would be a
safer, fairer place for women and
children. I know – naïve and overambitious. Twenty years later, the
issues and recommendations from
my report ‘How Do I Prove I Saw
His Shadow?’ are still canvassed
in research. This desire to ‘walk in
another’s shoes’ was what then
directed me to acting, writing for
the stage and then to fiction. But
in law and all those other writings,
the ‘I’ – my I – was absent. I hid
my hopes and fears, feelings and
thoughts behind the ‘characters’
until I finally leaped into the essay.
Here I found a place where I was
able to authentically be myself,
and a playground for self-inquiry,
my analytical mind, curiosity and
research background.

Jessie Cole’s Staying, along with
Virginia Woolf, Janet Malcolm and
Helen Garner’s work reassured me
there was value in revealing one’s
self and story – despite the risks and
ethical complexity. Writers, such
as Vivian Gornick and Olivia Laing,
who contemplated aloneness,
and nature writers such as Robert
Macfarlane, Ana Maria Spagna,
Emerson and Thoreau helped me
fathom this rural life – but I found
particular delight and resonance
in David Gesner’s Sick of Nature.
Books about ‘home’, such as
Marilynne Robinson’s Home and
Housekeeping, Eva Hoffman’s Lost
in Translation, James Wood’s The
Nearest Thing to Life, and The Idea
of Home, the title of both Geraldine
Brooks’ Boyer Lectures and John
Hughes memoir.

Which works of memoir were
particular inspirations in the
writing of Untethered?

To what degree has your writing
life been impacted by COVID-19?

Montaigne’s essays – with the help
of Sally Bakewell’s How to Live:
A life of Montaigne – along with
Joan Didion, Eula Biss and Robert
Dessaix sealed my passion for the
essay. Yiyun Li’s Dear Friend: From
My Life I Write to You in Your Life,

I’m loathe to sound like too much
of a Pollyanna but launching a
debut memoir during a period
of lockdown is perfect for me –
and not because more people
are supposedly reading. Many of
my much-loved people live far

away from me or are unwell – a
virtual launch means they too
can participate. Mostly, I’m still
recovering from nine months of
treatment for ovarian cancer and
so I’m relieved not to be going off
on the exciting promotional and
festival tour that was planned.
The other side of that is that there
are a whole host of new skills I’m
learning and I’m working incredibly
hard: finding some balance, writing
pieces for various outlets, doing
zoom interviews, filming clips of
readings in their actual settings,
trying to get a handle on technology
and social media, and struggling
with very slow satellite internet
and limited downloads. Apart from
my deep concern for others during
this time, last year’s drought and
bushfire continue to have a far
greater impact on our personal lives
than lockdown. As for isolation: it’s
mostly life as normal for us on the
farm.

Untethered is published by Ventura Press.
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Sara El Sayed
Sara El Sayed’s forthcoming
memoir Muddy People is a lively
and clever exploration of growing
up as a Muslim Australian in
suburban Brisbane. Egypt-born El
Sayed developed the book out of
essays originally published in the
anthologies Growing Up African
in Australia and Arab, Australian,
Other. She is a sessional teacher
at Queensland University of
Technology (QUT), and is also
completing a Masters in Fine Arts.
Over what period was Muddy
People written, and what are its
key ideas and themes?
For the most part it covers my
years at school in Australia – from
2002, when my family moved
from Egypt, to about 2012. Some
of the more obvious themes are
race, religion and being a minority
in a white-majority community.
However, this book is a lot to do
with the relationships between me
and my family members, and not
necessarily always about outsider
influence. I really wanted to write
something that looks frankly at
intra-Arab-family relationships.
What does the title, Muddy
People, refer to?
It has a couple of different
meanings. One is a crude reference
to our brown skin. But primarily
it refers to murk and ambiguity
I experienced as a kid trying to
understand who I was, where I was
from, and what I was supposed to
do. I had rules I had to follow, as
most do. As a kid you tend to see
your parents as all-knowing beings
and beacons of pure authority. As
I grew up, they became fallible. I
often had trouble making sense of
their logic when it came to mixing
traditional cultural expectations
with the realities of living where we
were. Things weren’t always crystal
clear.
10 | WINTER 2020 northerly

Can you tell us a bit about the
process of expanding your
contributions to Growing Up
African in Australia and Arab,
Australian, Other, into a booklength work?
The chapters I wrote for Growing
Up African in Australia and Arab,
Australian, Other were snippets of
my experience as an Egyptian kid
growing up here. In Growing Up
African I talked about my hair. In
Arab, Australian, Other I went one
step further and talked about my
back hair. I got to the point where I
thought ‘hey, I have more stories to
tell about my hairy existence, and
perhaps some other things too.’
Long-form has given me the room
to write more of these moments, as
well as present each family member
of mine as a character in their own
right.
Which literature and authors
proved particularly inspiring in
the writing of the book?
I am a big fan of Benjamin Law’s
The Family Law. Not just because
he’s also a Queenslander who wrote
about migrant family experience,
but because he’s an insanely

hilarious and talented writer. I also
really love Vicki Laveau-Harvie’s
The Erratics. I can read it over and
over and still learn so much from
her style. Another is The Lebs by
Michael Mohammed Ahmad. Even
though it’s not a work of memoir,
I’ve learned a lot from Ahmad,
stylistically and thematically, as he
explores an Arab youth experience.
Is Brisbane a fertile literary city in
2020? How supportive has it been
for you?
Absolutely. Brisbane is home to so
many fantastic writers. I’ve been
really lucky to have a supportive
group of friends and colleagues at
QUT, where I study and work, who
help encourage and inspire me.
Writing is often a solitary activity,
so I find it really important to touch
base with others to give perspective
on my work and process. COVID-19
has obviously changed the way we
connect, but I’m grateful that we’re
still able to support each other
online.
You recently gave an online
workshop on memoir writing with
Byron Writers Festival. What key
things were addressed in this?

FEATURE

We focused on the foundations of
memoir, and how to craft a short
piece for publication. Writing real
life is often tricky. You know what
they say: just because something
happened to you doesn’t mean it’s
interesting to others. So, writing
memoir becomes a process of
finding what matters to your story,
and how to tell it as a story. We
looked at the techniques good
writers use to create compelling
real-life characters, dialogue and
scenes.
Some people might see memoir
writing as the preserve of people
somewhat advanced in age,
yet you have proven that this is
not the case. Why is it true that
memoir can be written at any age?
Memoir is the exploration of
memory through writing, and
everyone has memories. You don’t
just wake up a certain age and start
remembering things. You remember
all the time. You reflect all the time. I
agree that writing at different stages
of life brings different perspective,
wisdom and retrospect, but that
doesn’t mean there’s less value in
exploring memories at a younger
age. I’m twenty-five this year. Sure, I
could wait another twenty-five years
and write this book then, but I don’t
want to. The memories are relatively
fresh now. I’m still naïve, in a lot of
ways, but I don’t think that takes
away from what this book is about.
In fact, it’s a big part of what the
book is about. It’s about me – how I
am right now. This is not an attempt
at a didactic piece of work. I’m not
trying to teach anyone anything. I’m
not offering advice. I’m saying, ‘this
happened to me, and this is how I
remember it.’

Muddy People will be published by Black
Inc. in 2021.

Chloe Higgins
Chloe Higgins’s award-winning
memoir The Girls is an unflinching
portrait of an individual negotiating
life-changing grief, along with
love, sexuality and family. Higgins,
who is the Director of Wollongong
Writers Festival, is a casual lecturer
and tutor in creative writing at the
University of Wollongong where she
is also completing a PhD.
Nearly a year on from the
publication of The Girls, what has
surprised you about the way it has
been received?
So many things have surprised me.
The reception to the book exceeded
all expectation: being shortlisted for
the Prize for Non-Fiction at the 2020
Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards,
winning the VPLA People’s Choice
Award, being invited to speak at
Byron Writers Festival. At other
times, the reception to the book felt
like crickets chirping: not making
different award short-listings;
receiving few other festival invites;
random people at random parties
asking what I write about, would
they know my book, saying no they
haven’t heard of my book. All of

the ego stuff that I’m sure we all
experience. I think what really blows
me away, though, is how people
react to the book in the private
messages they send me via social
media. At one point the number
of messages was so great that I
started sending people red love
heart emoticons instead of writing
back to them because I didn’t know
how to properly hold the stories
they were sending me. In particular,
something I never saw coming was
the mothers writing to me saying
the book helped them understand
their introverted daughters. I love
those messages. Or the introverted
daughters writing to say how the
book made them want to be kinder
to their extroverted mothers. It’s
crazy to me how often we don’t
realise what we’re writing about
until other people read it. I think
there’s something really beautiful
about that.
Continued Page 12
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keep reading. They made me feel
that maybe the voice that wanted
to come through in my own work
wasn’t so boring after all. I felt like,
if these writers could achieve that
ultimate goal of making a reader
both slow down and compulsively
read on, then maybe I could too.
What were the biggest creative
challenges in writing The Girls?

Which works of memoir and
authors were particular
inspirations for the writing of The
Girls?
I was a reader long before I was a
writer, and The Girls would not be
the same without so many other
voices. I remember sitting on a
zebra-print armchair inside a small
granny flat overlooking a tree and
clothesline, reading books such
as Fiona Wright’s Small Acts of
Disappearance, Drusilla Modjeska’s
Second Half First, Patti Smith’s Just
Kids, Teju Cole’s Every day is For
the Thief, George Orwell’s Down
and Out in Paris and London. While
writing the chapters about drugs,
sex and all that hoo-ha, the voice
came out how it came out and
because of how long ago that stuff
occurred it felt like there was little
I could do to control the voice of
those scenes. But the chapters –
the real story of the book – about
my parents and our relationship in
contemporary times, are the pieces
where I had this voice that wanted
to come out but which felt naff and
domestic and too mundane. The
books I mention above somehow
slowed me down as I read, while
simultaneously compelling me to
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Editing. I’d been writing various
versions of the book since 2007, but
I started almost from scratch again
in 2016 and when I did, it poured
out with little control on my end.
But the editing was tough, I think
because editing is ultimately a
balance between knowing a writer
can never objectively see their
own work, and trusting one’s own
instincts. I still don’t have an answer
to this, and it’s something I think
about a lot. When do you listen to
yourself and when do you listen to
others? In a way, that’s the central
question of The Girls, and editing
is a physical manifestation of that.
I had two incredible mentors – my
PhD supervisor Joshua Lobb and
my editor and publisher at Picador
Mathilda Imlah – and I think over
time I began to trust their eyes and
so that helped a lot.
Can you briefly describe the
journey to publication with
Picador and how the editing
process unfolded: how much
input does an editor give to such a
personal, raw book?
My friends joke about my editor
being like my therapist, which is
highly amusing (and not untrue).
My work often swings between
over-written and under-written
and a large part of Mathilda’s
work was threading questions
through the manuscript in bits that
needed more explanation, and
suggesting cuts where I’d already
said what I needed to say. The joy
of the editing process with her was
learning to balance that stuff out.

I went through the 2017 Hardcopy
program run by the ACT Writers
Centre where I spent another year
editing the manuscript, and then
got lucky and met my agent – Jane
Novak – during one of the final
sessions in the program, and she
took the book on. But the main
part of my publication journey was
trying to write on my own for four
years (2007-2010), studying fiction
writing at university for five years
(2011-2015), and then doing a PhD
in creative writing (2016-onwards).
Two hours a day of reading. Years of
workshopping work with friends.
What writing projects are you
working on at the moment?
I’m working on a commission from
the Sydney Review of Books about
‘polite sex’. You know, the way
people will have sex because they
don’t want to be impolite, or they
imagine that is what’s expected of
them. It’s confronting, exploring
how I contribute to this in my own
life, while simultaneously exploring
the role of patriarchy in the mess of
it all.
I’m also working on my second
book. I’m about four years in but I
recently started from scratch again.
It’s about Muay Thai (Thai boxing),
gender, sexuality, non-monogamy,
the body and emotional
consumption. I think the book
is asking: how do I have healthy
and happy romantic relationships
with men within the context of
patriarchy and sexual trauma, whilst
also acknowledging my frequent
inability to communicate well?

The Girls is published by Picador
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Andrew Pippos
Andrew Pippos is a Sydney-based
writer whose work has appeared
in Meanjin, Sydney Review of
Books, Electric Literature and
others. His debut novel, Lucky’s, is
a story about the rise and fall of a
restaurant franchise. The narrative
spans seventy years, and explores
Greek-Australian culture, failure,
commerce and questions of multiculturalism.
Can you just briefly tell the story
of how Lucky’s came to be: its
initial idea, the writing process,
the journey to publication, and so
on?
I knew the thematic content from
the start. I knew Lucky’s would
be about how people respond
to failure and success. It would
be about the pursuit of love and
family. I also wanted to write about
an obsolete Australian milieu: the
old art deco cafes run by first- or
second-generation Greek migrants,
which were once mainstays in city
shopping streets and in country
towns. It was a milieu I knew well.
My first experience of community
was my grandmother and uncle’s
cafe. So at the outset I knew the
thematic content, and I had in mind
two or three scenes that I needed to
write towards. That’s how I started.
From draft to draft the narrative
itself changed so much that I kept
altering character names, until
the plot began to cohere, and the
characters became themselves.
I don’t claim Lucky’s represents
the Greek-Australian café milieu
in its entirety: most fiction, mine
included, is concerned with the
particulars of a setting and its
characters. I’m not aiming to
represent universal experience. If
I aimed at the universal I would
surely miss.

My search for a publisher is a happy
story: Mathilda Imlah, at Picador,
read Lucky’s within a week of
submission and we met at a cafe,
where it was soon obvious that
Picador would be the perfect home
for my novel.
What was the biggest creative
challenge in writing the book?
From the outset I intended the
novel to span several decades
and generations. I wanted to see
how people changed over the
course of a life, and how a culture
changed. The biggest challenge was
organising all that narrative time.
Apart from the forthcoming
novel, what is the most important
publication you have had to date,
and why?
The most important, to me, is an
essay I wrote in 2017 for Sydney
Review of Books [‘Brother to
Children’] about one of the case
studies in the Royal Commission
into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse. For many
years, I’d intended to write about
child abuse, but for one reason or
another I hadn’t done it. ‘Brother to

Children’ also helped me to think
more seriously about narrative nonfiction. My next book with Picador
will be a work of non-fiction.
How do you anticipate COVID-19
aff ecting the promotion of the
novel, and what ways can authors
mitigate any problems in this way
over the next year?
I’m reluctant to attempt any
forecasts because the pandemic
is making fools of everyone who
trades in predictions. I will say
this: writers have a privileged and
central role in literary culture and
now is the time to take that role
seriously and engage with readers
and booksellers and other writers
about how we can best serve the
health of our literary culture. Some
writers are weird ‘lone ranger’ types
– and I confess to that type – but in
2020 we find ourselves in a situation
that calls us to be more community
minded.

Lucky’s is published in November by
Picador.
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The Horne Prize 2019
Aesop and The Saturday Paper have been cultural partners since 2014, and together
they nurture writers of long-form non-fiction through The Horne Prize, an annual
essay award. In 2019, writers were asked to address the theme ‘Australian life’ –
shining light on a particular aspect of who we are, from a contemporary perspective.
Here, northerly is proud to present the winning essay Diary of a Wildlife Carer by
Rachael Lebeter, an English teacher and volunteer wildlife carer in regional NSW.
Rachael’s essay will be published in two parts, with the second part appearing in our
Spring issue.

Diary of a Wildlife Carer
By Rachael Lebeter
October – I move into a one-room shack. In the
morning, I sit on the verandah drinking coffee and
watching light filter through the gum trees on the ridge.
Reminded suddenly of Richard Morecroft, who read the
Sydney news on the ABC with orphaned bats under his
jacket, I join the local wildlife carers. I spend my time
writing in the morning sun; there is room for animals.
November – My first rescue. I hold the ladder while a
baby tawny frogmouth is retrieved, no parents in sight.
It opens its tiny mouth, pink inside with opalesque
green mottling. ‘Stay away, I’m dangerous!’ or ‘Feed
me!’ It is light as air despite the puff of feathers.

The baby is so depleted that it dies within hours of my
touching it.
I care for a buff-banded rail chick. I spend my days
writing and searching for insects. Worms, beetles,
slaters and grubs. Being a mother bird is hard work.
The rail hates me – true odium. Every time I go near, it
throws itself at the walls and roof of its prison. A couple
of times it escapes in the house, fleeing in circles. I am
afraid to hurt it, afraid it will hurt itself. I start spending
less time at home: I do my work at cafes or put the bird
in the shower.

The bird is covered in big black flat flies. They sidle
sideways, like crabs, under the feathers. A few seek
shelter in my hair and I spin, trying to shake them off.
Flat flies are hard to catch. When you finally squish
them between your nails like ticks, they pop a vibrant,
poisonous green. The last one stays under my clothes
for hours, undiscovered. My skin creeps.

When I pass the rail on for release, I am told that I did a
good job, it isn’t humanised. They need to hate us, just
not so much that it kills them.

December – A baby platypus, curled in a ball, eyes
closed. It is precious and I feel lucky; most carers have
never handled a platypus.

I hold the swallow perched on my fingers. When I
release my grip, it flutters a few metres to a nearby
fence and preens, removing the last gossamer vestige
of trauma. Then, it is gone, soaring in giant loops,
speeding away from the river. I watch until it is out of
sight.

The platypus has been found on a creek bank, but
nothing is ever so simple. In truth, the baby has been
without its mother’s milk for three days before we are
called. People want to do the right thing but there is
such a wealth of misinformation online.
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January – My first release. A welcome swallow, so light
that it was caught in a spider’s web over the river. The
bird owes its life to passing kayakers.

February – A baby crow. We attempt a reunion but the
parents cannot be found. I never really liked birds, but
the crow has the most exquisite eyes, iridescent blue.
While it sleeps, I examine tiny downy blue and black
feathers on its eyelids, beautiful in their delicacy. By
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some wonder of evolution, it looks as though it sleeps
with its eyes open, the ultimate protection.
The crow thinks I am its mother. I make the mistake
of eye contact. I should have fed it in a head covering.
Instead, I looked at it, aiming tweezers of mince down
its throat, and it looked at me.
I have to start weaning the crow off eye contact. I have
been told that it is necessary. Every time I feed it or go
near its cage, it caws and looks at me. It is as distressed
by the loss of connection as I am.
I move the crow outside. How do I provide the training
of six months with parents? I give it whole food –
zucchini, eggs, chicken wings. I could teach it to open
bags and lunch boxes, like crows at schools. I consider
picking up roadkill but worry about imparting bad
habits; I imagine the crow being hit by a car.
My crow gets what we call a soft release: it is free but
fed. For a few months it returns, waiting in a tall gum
and gliding down to dinner when I am safely distant.
Then, one day, it is gone.
I finish my lyssavirus vaccinations so that I can handle
flying foxes. The bats are smart, their eyes bright
and watchful even when they have been caught on
a barbed wire fence all night. I transport one to the
wildlife hospital. Even with my small experience, I
can see that its eyes are glazed. When I return for my
cage, I ask about the bat. ‘I’m sorry,’ says the vet nurse,
‘It was dead when you got here.’ I vacillate between
embarrassed and horrified.
March – I release a barn owl. We try to get her to
perch but it is awkward, two of us in the dark with a
poorly closed cardboard box. The owl pushes out and
clumsily flutters onto the road. Her eyes mirror my
torchlight. No cars. A few seconds later she is gone,
silent. Sometimes I see her – I think it is her – hovering
above the cane fields in the late afternoon, hunting.
I catch my first bird, a corella. I see it sitting on the
fence, puffed up, on my way to work. It could be
normal behaviour. Three hours later, the bird is still
there. Okay. To my own surprise, it is an easy catch. I
am unprepared; I have to hold the struggling parrot
against my hip with one hand while I fight with keys,
boot, cage. Coracoid fracture. The bone, essential to
flight, is unlikely to heal – the bird is euthanised.

brown bear fur. I name them: Flora, Blossom and Bear.
The possums are all orphans. Blossom is friendlier
than the others and crawls up my arm during feedings.
Initially, it takes a lot of deep breathing to let her
climb – arm, shoulder, tickling the hairs on my neck.
Something in me wants to fling her away. She likes to
ride on my head, as if I were a mother possum.
The possums wake up about 5pm. They have possum
milk, and fruit and leaves, that I forage daily. My
floor is carpeted in leaves and pellets of possum
poo. Sometimes I sweep, but there is no vacuuming.
No music. I try not to acclimatise my house guests
to human sounds and smells. I cook nothing more
complicated than eggs. I eat a lot of wraps and salads.
A paralysed currawong. Birds are growing on me. I hold
this one so it can eat and drink; I clean its bottom with
baby wipes. We have an understanding. Every time the
possums see it, they softly make their warning sound.
Chuck-chuck-chuck. The currawong seems to be
improving, then one day it is dead.
May – The United Nations Intergovernmental SciencePolicy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
releases a Global Assessment which states that one
million species are at risk of extinction in our lifetime.
‘Nature is declining globally at rates unprecedented in
human history.’
The report backs up what wildlife carers already
know: last year we saw 2,500 rescues in our area; each
month sees more rescues than in previous years.
About fifty per cent of the animals we rescue die or are
euthanised.
The UN report captures news and social media
attention for a few weeks. We get twenty new members
at the next wildlife carers’ orientation, but after that
it is business as usual. I care for my possums, grow
vegetables, write, teach. When I can’t sleep, I wonder
what else I can do. I worry: Are my possums normal?
Do they sleep too much? Is Flora losing fur? Are they
supposed to eat bark?

April – A cageful of possums makes my one-room
house seem even smaller. Juvenile ringtails, they
spend the day curled up together in their flannelette
pouch. They are more rat-like than I’d expected, with
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Flash fiction from
Emma Ashmere
After the Storm
Headlights flashed across her mother’s beehive and her father’s
towelling hat. Her mother stopped knitting. He father was talking about
UFOs again, how they tailed his Wirraway over New Guinea during the
war.
They drove all night, slept all day, woke to egg-and-bacon pie, grey
paddocks, yellow hills, dry creeks, stop-watch timed pisses, dogs on
tuckerboxes, pink salt lakes, until they reached her stranger-cousins’
house on stilts, swaying over leech-laced ferns: a jungle world of
pointed mountains and pillared clouds, where birds walked and foxes
flew.
She lay in a bunk, squinting at the swollen stars hanging close. Frogs
croaked. Geckoes skittered. Spiders embroidered mosquito nets. Her
father and uncle were up, drinking away the night.
That first morning, she floated in a soupy swimming pool. There was a
flash of light in the green-black sky.
‘Look, dad. They’ve followed us.’
‘Get inside,’ her uncle shouted.
And when the storm had passed and her mother and uncle were
sweeping up the broken glass, and her cousins were making snowmen
with piles of steaming hail, she waded after her father through the
shredded trees towards the sunken shimmer of the tennis court.
She watched the sky as he knelt and wept.
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Satellite (of love)
On the first hot morning the farmer throws down a rope. He says
pretend it’s a snake. His three children watch as he hands me the gun.
Every day I cook beef and mutton for breakfast, smoko, lunch, smoko
and dinner. Every evening I sit with the farmer and his wife in the hum
of the generator.
Last night the farmers’ three children floated along the hall, a trio of
pyjamaed ghosts. I called them back, but ghosts can’t always hear the
living.
The farmer’s wife no longer gets out of bed. I cook the children’s
breakfast, wash them, dress them, walk them to the yellow school bus.
Three times a week I wait for the postie van.
Nothing for you says the postie’s wife.
I sit by the amber-coloured creek where the horses bend their necks
and corellas shriek in hollow trees. I think of you in the city, the orange
streetlights burnishing your window, the basement clubs where we
used to dance, you singing on the balcony.
Tomorrow there’ll be sackfuls of your letters in the postie van, telling
me to hurry back.
No stars or satellites in the sky tonight.

Emma Ashmere’s short stories
have been widely published,
including in The Age, Review
of Australian Fiction, Griffith
Review, the Commonwealth
Writers magazine adda;
and shortlisted for the
Commonwealth Writers
Award 2019, Newcastle
Short Story Award 2019, and
Overland/NUW Fair Australia
Prize 2018. Her debut novel
The Floating Garden was
shortlisted for the 2016 Small
Press Network MUBA prize.
Her new short story collection
Dreams They Forgot will be
published in September by
Wakefield Press. ‘After the
Storm’ will appear in Dreams
They Forgot, and was first
published in Landmarks,
the 2017 anthology of flash
fiction and prose poetry
from publishers Spineless
Wonders. Emma was
scheduled to appear at Byron
Writers Festival 2020.
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New ways forward:
David Roland’s life in lockdown
Local psychologist and author David Roland had the promotion
and momentum for his new book, The Power of Suffering,
stopped in its tracks by COVID-19. Here, he reflects on the new
literary landscape and his writing process over the past year.

‘Suffering in its simplest form is ill at ease
with what is, wanting it to be some other way
when it cannot be.’
- David Roland, The Power of Suffering
In early 2019 I downsized my possessions, selling
and giving away years of accumulated stuff; things
I now felt burdened by. I wanted to shake loose the
twenty-plus years of routines and responsibilities that
had bound me while working and raising my three
daughters. I wanted to feel the freedom of insecurity
again, and to welcome the unexpected.
All the research for the new book had been done,
the collation of personal stories of people I came to
know and who had survived intense suffering and
grown, the experts I’d spoken with and my gathering
reflections. The first three chapters were written and I
had a publication contract in my pocket. With ten more
chapters to write I headed off on a writing road trip,
leaving my base in northern New South Wales, taking
my tools of trade: a laptop, phone and reference books.
With a publication date of 1 March, 2020, I had plenty
of time.
First stop was an artist’s residency at Bundanon Trust,
near Nowra, then onto the Mornington Peninsula
in Victoria for a month where a friend had offered a
writing space in the quiet of the hills.
My editor at Simon and Schuster invited me to send
him work in progress, so I did. The draft of each new
chapter was teleported to him and in a week or so he
responded with a telephone call and tracked changes
on the manuscript. I felt like a wayfaring explorer, but
one who had the end in mind.
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After two months on the road it was time to turn
around and head north. I bought a vintage caravan
envisioning stays in camping grounds surrounded by
trees, enveloped in nature sounds, my ideal working
environment. The caravan would become my cosy
office on wheels.
But it didn’t always work out this way. On one occasion
I thought I had landed in writing paradise, an idyllic
caravan park by the beach with expansive lawns,
paperbark trees, shaded campsites. On the first day,
however, the groundsmen brought out every piece
of gardening machinery known and began to mow,
snip, blow and round up any foliage that stuck its head
above ground. I skedaddled to different locations
within the park until I was caught out by a leaf blower
or a returning holidaymaker whose cabin deck I had
been sitting on thinking there was no-one staying
there. It felt hopeless.
The next morning, I awakened to quiet with a sigh
of relief, but then a public address system cranked
up. It was the schools zone cross-country carnival
and competitors would be running around the
campground roads till 3pm, I was told. Not only that,
but the sausage sizzle and drink stall was being set up
in the barbecue area right by my camp spot.
‘Is there ANYWHERE quiet I could go to work?’ I
pleaded with the woman at reception. There was, she
said, a picnic area a short drive away. ‘Hardly anyone
goes there,’ she said. And indeed she was right. For
the next three days I took my writing tools and lunch
and set up by the picnic table encircled by the stately
presence of tall rainforest trees and birdsong. The only
other regular visitors were the garbage truck collector
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who came by at 11am for his morning tea, giving me a
wave like I was a regular, before he settled down on the
other side of the picnic ground, and two curious (read
hungry) kookaburras, who liked to prop themselves on
the picnic table.
2020 was to be the year of the book for me: promotion,
public appearances, meeting readers, running
workshops and responding to new opportunities. I
gave myself this year to determine if I could continue as
a writer and presenter with the new book my talisman.
I envisioned the book being embraced by an ardent
and grateful audience. But, instead, someone shut the
doors.
The book, a three-year project in all, has descended
into a black hole. All book events, interviews, speaking
gigs and festival attendances have been cancelled or
postponed. The arts pages have shrunk in mainstream
media publications, taking with them the book reviews
and features that would have once peopled them. Only
well-known authors seem to be getting the usual kind
of publicity. All news is trumped by ‘the virus’.
I was able to get two local book launches and one
bookstore event at Avid Reader in Brisbane before the
lockdown. At the Avid Reader event a strange new thing
called ‘social distancing’ was practised with a reduced
audience sitting 1.5 metres apart and a moat-sized
space between them and me. I am very grateful for
these live events, it gave me the sense that the book,
which had been for so long in my head, is real and that
real people want to have conversations about it.
What has proved sustaining for me since, are the
readers who comment via social media and respond

to my posts, offering praise and validation. I have
attended online writers’ salons, networked with writers
and felt a sense of camaraderie I haven’t experienced
before.
Until this article, I have been unable to write anything
new. I poke around each day networking and
promoting the book online. It’s been hard to find a
sense of purpose. Should I write short articles or put
it all aside for now until we return to the ‘new normal’,
when things might make more sense?
The road trip had shown me multiple times that
disruption and the unexpected is inevitable and the
way forward is to accept what is and then find the best
alternative.
But I haven’t been able to dodge the pandemic like I
could a noisy camping ground; this is much bigger than
me.
I know from my investigation into human suffering that
following a major life upheaval there is the initial shock
and distress, the sense of displacement, but clarity
does come, and with that, new ways forward.
This pandemic is showing us what we don’t need as
well as what we do, and it is clear that a society without
writers, books and the creative arts is a weakened
society, a much less resilient one.

The Power of Suffering is published by Simon and
Schuster. This article originally published as a blog post at
moniquemulligan.com
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Survival techniques:
YA for lockdown
Fiction for young adults (YA) is known for being pacey and edgy, and for offering
readers an escape from the real world. There’s never been a better time than now to
escape our global reality, and disappear into the world of Australian YA fiction. Here,
local YA writer and critic, Polly Jude, recommends three recent releases that explore
a theme of survival. They might just help you, and your YA, get through the isolation.

Deep Water
By Sarah Epstein
Three months ago, thirteen-yearold Henry Weaver went missing
during a violent storm that lashed
The Shallows, a small town already
suffocating with resentments and
secrets.
Something about Henry’s
disappearance doesn’t add up and
Chloe can’t let it go. She’s been
friends with Henry and Mason
Weaver since they were all kids.
There’s no way Henry left without
even saying goodbye.
When she returns to her hometown
to spend the holidays with her dad,
Chloe starts looking for answers.
But like a lot of people in this small
town, she’s too quick to judge
Mason.
Mason Weaver can’t wait to get out
of The Shallows and away from
his dangerous and destructive
mum. But everything changes for
him the night of the storm. Now
he doesn’t think he’ll ever get out.
Caught in a vicious cycle of his
mum’s alcoholism, violence and
neglect, Mason’s done his best.
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Henry is the only thing keeping him
in The Shallows. The weight of that
responsibility frustrates Mason. He
doesn’t know how much longer he
can survive.

This is How We
Change the Ending

The deeper Chloe digs for answers,
the more convinced she becomes.
All the clues point to Mason. He’s
got a temper and anger issues. He’s
hurt his little brother, Henry, before.
Chloe soon realises Mason and his
mum lied to the police the morning
after the storm. So, what is he really
hiding?

Nate McKee is worried. He’s worried
about the big things, like how his
dad fights with Nance and the hydro
crop growing in their house. He
worries about the little things, like
the words he writes in his notebook
because he can’t say them and the
best route home to avoid his best
mate, Merrick, who doesn’t know
when to shut up.

Exploring issues of domestic
violence, alcohol abuse, divorce,
first love and enduring friendships,
Deep Water is a gripping mystery
that will appeal to all YA readers
and more mature lovers of great YA
fiction. Readers who enjoyed Sarah
Epstein’s debut novel, Small Spaces,
will not be disappointed. Her
second novel is clever, interesting
and fast-paced. ‘Beautifully written,
with this work Epstein takes
her readers into a dark world of
abuse and neglect with sobering
authenticity and genuine sensitivity.
Allen and Unwin / 400 pp / RRP $19.99

By Vikki Wakefield

Nate’s grown up with drugs,
domestic abuse and a volatile
father who terrifies him. Nate’s most
worried that he might turn out just
like his dad.
Nate’s only refuge is the local youth
centre where he hangs out with
Merrick and the other kids who have
it just as bad. When they announce
the closing of the youth centre,
Nate discovers his own words,
stolen from his notebook, used as
a graffiti protest to the closing. He
realises, sometimes, you can make
a difference.
YA readers will relate to Nate and
his struggles as he sticks it to the
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man in the only way he can. When
all looks gloomy and we can’t see
a way out for Nate, he discovers
that sometimes you can change the
ending of your own story.

The Road to Winter
(Wilder series)

This is How We Change the Ending is
brutally raw, funny and enjoyable.
Wakefield explores issues of family,
class, relationships and poverty in
this coming-of-age story. Readers
who enjoyed Ballad of a Mad Girl
and Wakefield’s earlier work, won’t
be disappointed. She has continued
to create believable characters
who explore the challenges of
contemporary young adults.

Or maybe, you want to look the
future right in the eye. You might
be up for something that embraces
and explores the end of the world.
Here’s your chance to binge on a
great YA book series.

Text / 320pp / RRP $19.99

By Mark Smith

The Wilder trilogy explores the
impact of a deadly virus that wipes
out most of humanity. In book 1,
The Road to Winter, the virus hits
Finn’s small coastal town, where the
fear and violence-fuelled panic are
just as harmful as the virus. Soon,
Finn and his dog, Rowdy, are the
only survivors. They have survived
two winters by hunting, fishing,
gathering and surfing.

In book two, Wilder Country, and
book three, Land of Fences, Smith
continues to set the pace as we
follow Finn on his quest to become
a hero and survive against the odds.
As a new life begins to emerge for
Finn and Kas, we reflect on what’s
important.
This dystopian, post-apocalyptic,
survival, coming of age story is a
great read. It’s thrilling, dangerous
and has a cracking pace. The Wilder
series explores survival, honour and
friendship. It highlights a number
of contemporary fears and political
issues and will appeal to reluctant
readers, especially boys who say
they don’t like reading. They’ll be
hooked and will want to read the
whole series!
Text / 240pp (The Road to Winter) / RRP $19.99
(each)

Everything changes when a teenage
girl comes running onto his beach.
Rose and her sister, Kas, have
escaped Ramage, a dangerous
vigilante, who has enslaved the
asylum seekers. Rose’s arrival leads
them on a dangerous adventure to
find Kas before it’s too late.
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READ

A showcase of SCU student work,
compiled by Dr Emma Doolan

Dust-Cover Smile
Lucinda Jurd
When you smile
one can’t help
but smile
with you
Smiles of recognition
silent
full of pleasure
A moonlight crescent
embedded
between two
rose buds
Diamond eyes
beaming their way
to normality
Hiding
airless moments
veins thick as vines
straining for life
gaze unfocused
whispering a silent
plea
‘help me.’
Smiling secrets.
Secret smiles.
A grinning agent
on a
covert mission.
Lucinda Jurd is a teacher
employed by the Northern
Territory Education
Department at Alice Springs.
In her role, she supports
remote small schools in and
around the Central Desert.
She loves early mornings,
strong coffee, wide open
spaces and red dirt. She is
currently studying a Bachelor
in Psychological Science
online at Southern Cross
University.

A Dust-cover smile.
Fooling theory-driven
medical practitioners
with blank
solar stares
and impenetrable ears:
but your smile
doesn’t fool me.

REVIEW

Kayaking for
climate
Tough is Not Enough
By Steve Posselt
Review by Kathy Gibbings

The cover design for Steve Posselt’s book, by Graphiti
Design of Lismore, shows an otherwise black and white
photo of a man sitting on a bright yellow kayak, in a
field of furze or mud, empty to the horizon. Because
being a climate warrior can be a lonely journey.
In January 2015, Steve sets out from Australia on his
kayak for the Paris Climate Conference, officially known
as COP21, taking place in November 2015. For some
years, he had been dreaming about an adventure like
this – including paddling in North America. He decides
to carry out that dream, but with a focus on educating
the world about climate change, by kayaking his way to
Paris.
The global kayak journey is difficult, sometimes deathdefying and often arduous. Steve pushes through
the physically taxing days, the gnawing hunger, the
extreme fatigue, and the hollowing out of muscles from
too much exertion.
There’s wild paddling in inclement weather. There are
soothing descriptions of calm days, of sea creatures,
and butterflies near the edges of rivers. Along the
Mississippi, Steve paddles through mist, where
‘everything looms out of the fog, slowly taking shape
as you approach.’ Then he paddles right through the
middle of cities, giving a duck’s eye view of London
from the Thames.
Securing an appropriate support team is important. It
is hard for Steve to find others to share his passion, and
there are lots of misunderstandings. But there is also a

lot of humanity on display – not just in the support that
Steve’s crew give him, but also in the opening up of
worlds and adventures that he gives to them.
Steve’s story is told through notes, recollections, blogs
and emails from his various support crew. He is a
practical man, an engineer by trade, and perhaps left
to himself the book may have been simply made up
of facts and measurements, tidal flows and weather
reports. Geoff Ebbs, his publisher, and his editing team,
pushed for something deeper, including layers of
emotion.
There are also moments of wry humour. When Steve
is ready to land at Bondi Beach, he notices jellyfish
swimming around him. He tries to decide if they are a
‘fluther’ of jellyfish, or a ‘smack’. On the radio phone,
his partner advises him that a group of jellyfish is called
a ‘bloom’ and not a ‘fluther’. Steve calls on his engineer
mate for back-up: ‘Warren said he was not sure about
jellyfish but that he did know about jelly beans and
that the collective noun is a packet.’
In the end, we have a character study of a man willing
to push himself to extremes mentally, but who also
examines his own motives and actions. And in his
quest to save the world, he realises that you need more
than lone heroes. ‘It is so much easier to join inspired
people and work with them towards a common goal,’
he writes. ‘You need a team.’
Ebono Institute / 247 pp / $29.95
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REVIEW

Culture
exchange
The Colour of Things Unseen
by Annee Lawrence
Review by Jenny Bird

‘I am unknown to most of you, and yet I call
you my friends.’
- Sutan Sjahrir, Indonesia’s first prime
minister, speaking to Australia in 1945

blurring of national border and boundaries that could
uncover a plurality of being and cross-cultural and
cross-national connectedness that we have yet to fully
recognise and peaceably live with.’

In 2019, the National Gallery of Australia in Canberra
mounted its first ever exhibition of contemporary
Indonesian art. In a review for The Conversation, art
critic Alison Carroll commented that the exhibition
may as well have been from ‘outer space’, it was
so ‘irredeemably “other”’. Carroll describes the
relationship between Australia and Indonesia as ‘the
on-again, off-again, try-hard, well-meant, scratchy
relationship that struggles to get to first base.’

We follow Adi, the central character, from boyhood in
his batik-making village in Central Java, through school
and, via a scholarship, to art school in Sydney. Whilst
he finds Australia and aspects of his art education
challenging to his Muslim values, he makes good
friends and flourishes as an artist. Throughout the
book, we travel with Adi back and forth in time and in
space as he grows from boy to man.

I for one admit to a scant and superficial knowledge
of Indonesia. I went to Bali a long time ago. I have
owned my fair share of batik sarongs. I have eaten
a lot of satay and nasi goreng. But I have next to no
engagement with Indonesia’s contemporary cultural
world and I have no Indonesian friends. I am fed stories
by the media that focus on people smuggling, radical
Islamic terrorism, animal rights violations and the
execution of drug smugglers and I cannot temper them
with my own experience.
Sydney-based writer Annee Lawrence’s debut novel,
The Colour of Things Unseen, places the reader
carefully and gently in a deeply personal story that
asks us to consider our distance and separateness
from Indonesian people. In an interview for Asialink,
Lawrence describes the novel as ‘an imaginative
24 | WINTER 2020 northerly

Adi falls in love with Lisa, a young Australian woman
from a conservative upper middle class family. Lisa is
independent and has ambitions towards an academic
career in the fine arts. Through their relationship,
Lawrence explores the bumpy terrain of intimate crosscultural relationships – misunderstandings, the limits
of second languages, and clashes in cultural values
about family and gender expectations. Both Adi and
Lisa take journeys that challenge them to revise the
‘things unseen’ that sit between them.
Adi also comes to some painful adult reckonings with
the shadows of ‘things unseen’ in his country’s recent
history – the silencing during his childhood and youth
of the violence and repression that occurred under
Suharto’s regime.

REVIEW

Lawrence subtly weaves the personal and the political,
individual and national histories, as Adi grows as a man
and as an artist. She is unhurried in her meticulous
establishment of Adi as a fully developed character.
As she builds Adi, layer by careful layer, I found an
empathy for him that, once established, remained
unshaken through the book. And then again with Lisa,
who must undertake her own reckoning journey.
Lawrence offers us Adi as a corrective to the more
typical representations of Indonesian characters
as ‘shadowy, not to be trusted, even treacherous’.
She asks us to consider how these representations
contribute to ignorance, and in turn, what potential
there might be for a different kind of literature that
might encourage a curiosity between Indonesia and
Australia.
In choosing to write from the perspective of Adi,
Lawrence has, as the saying goes, strayed outside her
lane. She has chosen not to ‘other’ Adi by writing about
him through an Anglo- Australian lens. In so doing she
has taken a risk and entered the tricky terrain of the
cultural appropriation debate. Some might argue that
Lawrence (white, middle class, middle aged, female)
has no right to imagine the reality of a young male
Muslim from Indonesia. Others, like popular UK writer
Zadie Smith, defend fiction’s right to do just that, not
as an act of ‘containment’ (demonising, stereotyping,
reducing, othering) but rather as an act of empathy
and compassion. In an essay for the New York Review
of Books, Smith says, all storytelling is the invitation to

enter a parallel space, a hypothetical arena, in which
you have imagined access to whatever is not you. And
if fiction had a belief about itself, it was that fiction
had empathy in its DNA, that it was the product of
compassion.
Lawrence has both Australian and Indonesian readers
in mind when she says that she wants to give her
readers ‘entry into feeling with the characters who
are different to them, immersion in their world… that
allows them to experience themselves and their own
world differently … To stimulate a sense of wonder or
curiosity in the world.’
She is meticulous in her determination to be evenhanded and ‘other’ no-one. An Indonesian reader
might find Sydney and the Australian characters
just as fascinating as an Australian reader might find
Indonesia and the Indonesian characters. In some way,
the novel is not so much cross-cultural as bi-cultural.
This novel also draws on Lawrence’s long standing
relationship with Indonesia, through friendship, family
and literary ties. She was the recipient of Asialink Arts’
inaugural Tulis Australian-Indonesian Writing Exchange
in 2018.
Aurora Metro / 312 pp / $22.80
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WORKSHOPS

MY CREATIVE PATH WITH
KIRLI SAUNDERS

WRITING TOWARDS TRUTH
WITH CHLOE HIGGINS

HOW TO MAKE YOUR
FIRST BILLION WRITING
SATIRICAL COMEDY WITH
CHARLES FIRTH

THURSDAY 2 JULY

SATURDAY 4, 11 & 18 JULY

TUESDAY 28 JULY

6.00PM - 7.00PM

10.30AM - 12PM

5.30PM - 7.00PM

Online via Zoom

Online via Zoom

Online via Zoom

$10* / $15

$80* / $100

$30* / $35

Join award-winning children’s
author and poet, Gunai woman
Kirli Saunders, as she unpacks her
creative process and unorthodox
journey into writing with this
interactive poetry reading and
Q&A. Be guided on your own
creative path with the opportunity
to ask Kirli questions about First
Nations arts project management,
publishing, poetry and children’s
literature.
Kirli Saunders is an awardwinning children’s author and poet
as well as a teacher and artist. She
leads Poetry in First Languages,
delivered by Red Room Poetry. Her
poetry collection, Kindred, was
shortlisted for the ABIA 2020 Book
Awards and highly commended in
the 2018 Black&Write! prize. Kirli is
the NSW Aboriginal Woman of the
Year (2020).

You’ve got a true story to tell,
now what? What is the relationship
between memoir and selfinterrogation? What do you think
you’re writing, and what are you
really writing? How can free-writing
help you get a first draft down on
the page? How might we write
towards truth? This workshop
will allow us to explore these
questions together, and help you
form a regular three-part routine of
writing, reading and editing.
Chloe is the Director of
Wollongong Writers Festival, and
a member of the Finishing School
Collective based in Parramatta. The
Girls, a memoir about family, grief
and sexuality, is her first book.

Comedy writing is a dreary affair
of unimaginable pain and suffering.
But it’s a good way to get incredibly
rich quickly. This course gives you
all the tips and tricks that you
need to quit your day job. Includes
a look at the technical side of
comedy, as well as tips on what to
do with the mountains of cash that
you’ll have to wade through each
morning.
Charles Firth is a founding
member of The Chaser and the
inventor of the decimal system. He
is also the author of the bestselling
non-fiction narrative, American
Hoax (Picador, 2006), and his latest
book, co-authored with James
Schloeffel and Cam Smith, The
Anti-Expert’s Guide to Everything
came out in April 2020.

For workshop details and to register visit byronw ritersfestival.com/whats-on
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*Member/Student price

COMPETITIONS

Competitions

THE MOTH INTERNATIONAL SHORT
STORY PRIZE
The Moth prize is open to anyone aged
sixteen and over. There is an open
theme, with first place taking out €3,000.
Word limit is 5,000 and entry fee is €15
per story. This Ireland-based competition
closes for entries on 30 June. Judge
is Mark Haddon. For full details visit
themothmagazine.com

ADELAIDE PLAINS POETS INC.
POETRY COMPETITION
Poems invited to the theme of ‘Vision’;
open class as well as classes for primary
school and secondary school students.
Poems should be no longer than sixty
lines. There is a total prize pool of $700.
Entries close on 5 July, and there is a fee
of $10 for first poem, and $5 for every
poem entered thereafter. For full details
go to carolyn-poeticpause.blogspot.
com.au/

IPSWICH POETRY FEAST
COMPETITION
Ipswich Poetry Feast is an annual poetry
writing competition giving poets of all
ages the opportunity to compete for
over $6,500 in prizes. Widely promoted
to schools, libraries and the general
community, this competition attracts
local, interstate and global entries.
Various competition categories are
available. Entries close 31 July. For further
information visit ipswichpoetryfeast.
com.au/writing-competition/

VENIE HOLMGREN
ENVIRONMENTAL POETRY PRIZE
The 2020 Venie Holmgren Environmental
Poetry Prize is a result of the partnership
between Rabbit Journal and Holmgren
Design. Poems should be of up to 80
lines and address an environmental
theme. There is an entry fee of $10 per
poem and a first prize of $1,000. Closing
date is 20 July. For more information go

to holmgren.com.au/the-2020-venieholmgren-environmental-poetryprize/

UNSW BRAGG STUDENT PRIZE FOR
SCIENCE WRITING
This competition is aimed at aspiring
science writers in years 7-10. The 2020
theme is ‘The Big Ideas Saving the
Planet’, which invites articles of 800
words on some scientific research that
has delivered a solution that you believe
could change the future for our planet.
Prizes include book vouchers and
subscriptions. Entries close 28 August.
For more details go to careerswithstem.
com.au/bragg-student-scienceprize-2/

THE PETER BLAZEY FELLOWSHIP
This fellowship is awarded to writers
working in biography, autobiography
and life writing. Prize is $15,000 and
a one-month writing residency.
Applications open on 17 June and close
24 August. For more information visit
scholarships.unimelb.edu.au/awards/
peter-blazey-fellowship

RICHELL PRIZE FOR EMERGING
WRITERS
This prize is open to unpublished
writers of adult fiction and adult
narrative non-fiction. Winner receives
$10,000 and a year of mentoring with
one of Hachette Australia’s publishers.
Deadline is 10 July, for full details go to
emergingwritersfestival.org.au/richellprize-emerging-writers/

PATRICK WHITE YOUNG
INDIGENOUS WRITERS AWARD

Small’. There is also a group competition
for students working together. Deadline
for entries is 31 October, with more
information available at aec.org.au/
wordpress/writing-competition-entryforms/

ACU PRIZE FOR POETRY
This prize, with total prize money of
$18,000 ($10,000 for first prize), invites
entries on the theme of ‘Generosity’.
Judged by Chris Wallace-Crabbe. Poems
should not exceed 80 lines and there is
an entry fee of $25 per poem. Entries
close 6 July. For further information visit
artsandculture.acu.edu.au/initiativesand-prizes/acu-prize-for-poetry

BOROONDARA LITERARY AWARDS
This award presents an Open Short
Story Competition and Young Writers
Competition for prose and poetry,
with several sub-categories. Total prize
money comes to over $8,000, and there
is a deadline for entries of 28 August. See
more at boroondara.vic.gov.au/aboutcouncil/awards/boroondara-literaryawards

SYDNEY HAMMOND MEMORIAL
SHORT STORY COMPETITION
Short stories for this competition
should not exceed 1,000 words, with the
winner receiving $200 and anthology
publication. The theme for this year’s
prize is ‘If Only…’, with the deadlines for
entries 1 August. Entry is $10 per story.
For full details go to hawkeyebooks.
com.au/writing-competitions/

These awards are designed to
encourage Indigenous Australians from
kindergarten to year 12, studying in
NSW. There are three themes to write to:
‘Growing’, ‘Looking Back’ and ‘It Was So
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Writers Groups

Alstonville Plateau Writers Group

Dorrigo Writers Group

Ballina/Byron U3A Creative Writing

Gold Coast Writers Association

Meets second Friday of each month, 10am - 12pm. All
genres welcome, contact Kerry on (02) 6628 5662 or
email alstonvilleplateauwriters@outlook.com
Meets every second Wednesday at 12pm to 2pm,
Ballina RSL. Contact Mandy Waring on 0427 327 381 or
malawa@bigpond.com

Byron Bay Memoir and Fiction Writing Group
Meets monthly at Sunrise Beach, Byron Bay. Contact
Diana on 0420 282 938 0420282938/6685 5387 or
diana.burstall@gmail.com

Byron Writers

Every Tuesday 10am to 12pm, Byron Bay Library.
Contact the library on (02) 6685 8540.

Coffs Harbour Writers Group

Meets every second Wednesday from 10am-2pm. Contact Iris
on (02) 6657 5274 or email an_lomall@bigpond.com
or contact Carol Deane on (02) 6657 4005
Meets third Saturday of each month, 11.45am for 12.00pm start,
at Fradgley Hall, Burleigh Heads Library. Contact 0403021176 or
email gcwa.executivesecretary@gmail.com.
www.goldcoastwriters.org

Kyogle Writers

Meets first Tuesday of each month, 10:30am at Kyogle Bowling
Club. Contact Brian on (02) 6624 2636
or email briancostin129@hotmail.com

Nambucca Valley Writers Group

Meets fourth Saturday of each month, 1:30pm, Nambucca.
Contact (02) 6568 9648 or nambuccawriters@gmail.com

Meets 1st Friday of the month 10.30am to
12.30pm. Contact Rosalie Skinner on 0437 221 619 or email
rosalieiswriting@gmail.com
www.coffsharbourwriters.com

Taree Scribblers

Cru3a River Poets

Tweed Poets and Writers

Meets every Thursday at 10:30am, venue varies, mainly in
Yamba. Contact Pauline on (02) 6645 8715 or email
kitesway@westnet.com.au
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Meets second Wednesday of the month, 10am-12:30pm,
Taree Library. Contact Bob Winston on (02) 6553 2829 or email
rrw1939@hotmail.com
Meets weekly at the Coolangatta Senior Citizens Centre on
Tuesdays from 1:30 to 3:30pm, NSW time. Poets, novelists,
playwrights, short story writers are all welcome. Phone Lorraine
(07) 5524 8035.

feel the power
of herbal tea

#feelyourpower
pukkaherbs.com.au

Advertise with us!
SUPPORT NORTHERLY
northerly is the official magazine of Byron Writers Festival.
Published quarterly in March, June, September and
December, it is widely distributed to members, community
organisations, libraries, universities, schools, festivals,
publishers and bookshops throughout the Northern Rivers
and beyond.
Designed to be picked up, put down, passed around,
dog-eared and scribbled on, northerly reaches a highly
engaged readership of discerning arts enthusiasts.
Deals and discounts available. To discuss your advertising
needs, contact us on (02) 6685 5115 or email
northerlyeditor@gmail.com

READING BOOKS
IS A SOCIAL DISTANCING
ACTIVITY!

I GOT MY
BOOKS DELIVERED
FOR FREE!

FREE DELIVERY
WITHIN BYRON SHIRE AND LENNOX HEAD

WWW.THEBOOKROOMATBYRON.COM
@thebookroomcollective

